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About



Launched at the 2012 UN Conference on Sustainable Development, the UNEP FI Principles for Sustainable Insurance (PSI) serve as a global framework for the insurance industry to address environmental, social and governance risks and opportunities. The PSI initiative is the largest collaborative initiative between the UN and the insurance industry.










Pioneering work by the PSI initiative includes the Net-Zero Insurance Alliance, the Sustainable Insurance Facility of the Vulnerable Twenty Group of Finance Ministers (V20), research on nature-positive insurance, development of Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) guides for insurers as well as work supporting the implementation of the recommendations of the Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFD) and relevant to emerging frameworks such as the Task Force on Nature-related Financial Disclosures (TNFD).

What is Sustainable Insurance?

Sustainable insurance is a strategic approach where all activities in the insurance value chain, including interactions with stakeholders, are done in a responsible and forward-looking way by identifying, assessing, managing and monitoring risks and opportunities associated with environmental, social and governance issues. Sustainable insurance aims to reduce risk, develop innovative solutions, improve business performance, and contribute to environmental, social and economic sustainability.




The Principles

Read the Principles






Members

Find out more about PSI signatories and supporting institutions






Join Us

Join the largest sustainable insurance initiative today
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                        Health is Our Greatest Wealth: How life & health insurers can drive better health outcomes and address the protection gap

                        The global health crisis has highlighted the importance of population access to healthcare and the need for individuals to take proactive measures to maintain their health and well-being. At the ...
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                        This webinar will convene members of the PSI Canadian Insurance Industry Task Force and its Social Thematic Working Group. It will feature the launch of the position paper, “Closing ...
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                                                        Inger Anderson, Executive Director, UNEP

                            “The insurance industry and wider financial sector have the power and responsibility to drive progress towards a net-zero economy and a sustainable future. […] It is your job to look into the future, to understand, reduce, price and carry risk. Managing risk is your core business.”

                        
                    

                	
                    
                        
                                                            
                                                        Selwin Hart, Executive Office of the Secretary-General (EOSG)

                            “The climate crisis is the greatest test of our age. The science is conclusive, the choices are clear and the tools we need are all within our reach. Let us pick up the toolboxes and get to work.”
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                            “Insurance can also be an important tool to protect health from the consequences of climate change, air pollution and environmental degradation.” 
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                    Understanding Updates to the Guidelines for Climate Target Setting for Banks
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